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ENGLAND



ENGLAND
SOLID WOOD SEATING

The England Family is an attractive and extremely durable 
line of stacking chairs. Custom upholstered backs and seats 
provide hours of comfort. Featuring easy-to-grab backs 
and arms for stability, the England chairs are the perfect 
choice for senior living establishments.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
Strong, beautiful European Beech hardwood frame

Plush 2.5-lbs foam seat

Standard and custom stain options are available

Joints are constructed with dowels and meta-to-    
        metal hardware

Seats are replaceable in the field after purchase

Arm chair model is available

Generous gap between the back and seat offers    
        easy cleaning
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NATURAL WALNUT CHOCOLATEMAHOGANY

MACCHIATO

TRUFFLE*BLACK

WALNUT 
NEO

MOCHA*

CHARCOAL*BARRELCORDUROY CREAM

COFFEE HERITAGE 
WALNUT

OAK CHESTNUT

VINTAGE 
GRAY*

PEBBLE 
GRAY

*Matches MityLite buffet & dining table tops 

STANDARD WOOD STAIN OPTIONS 
Stain colors match our MityLite® tables, available at mitylite.com. (Custom stain matching is a available, but a surcharge may apply.)

GREIGE*BOARDWALK*CAYENNE*

FABRIC  OPTIONS
See holsag.com/fabrics for selections.

SPECIF ICATIONS

BACK STYLE ARM OPTION FINISH FABRICS FABRIC YARDAGE STANDARD GLIDE STACK HEIGHT

Fixed Yes European 
Beech Hardwood

Grades 1-4+ 
TB133, COM

Visit holsag.com/
fabric-requirements Nylon 6 high

http://holsag.com/fabric-requirements


ENGLAND
SOLID WOOD SEATING

FRAME
The frame is built using 100% solid 
European beech, a strong, bendable, and 
renewable hardwood. This light-colored 
wood is ideal for staining in any color.

FRAME CONSTRUCTION
The chair is assembled with hardwood 
dowels that are connected by metal-to-
metal hardware, coated in Loctite.

FRAME F INISH
The stain is hand-wiped into the grain 
to ensure even color and maximum 
penetration into the wood. The frame is 
then sanded and sprayed with two coats of 
catalyzed finish to prevent cracking 
and chipping.

BACK
The curved, upholstered back provides 
comfort and modest simplicity. 

SEAT
All seats are custom-built and upholstered 
at our factory to meet our exacting quality 
standards.

GLIDES
Options include nylon glides, small metal 
glides, standard metal glides, felt glides, 
and metal glides with a nylon cap.

OPTIONAL B IBLE BOX
Specifically created for our religious market, the 
bible box offers beautifully designed built-in 
storage. The storage box is constructed from sturdy 
hardwood, attached to the back of the chair, and 
hand finished to match the chair. Contact your 
dealer for more information.

OPTIONAL IN-L INE WHEELS
In-line wheels are available in white or brown. The 
housing for the wheels is cut directly into the front 
legs of the chair. Professionally secured in our 
factory, the in-line option is more subtle than casters, 
while still allowing for easy movement. Available for 
armchairs only.

BIBLE BOX
Campus Chair 

& 
Ambassador Arm Chair

CUSTOM ETCHING
Available on some models

GANGING 
Available on some models

CASTORS WHEELS BARSTOOL KICKPLATES
Fully rotational Antique Brass
2” Diameter, hooded ball

Front Legs Only - In Line
Available in White or Brown

Brass

Black

Chrome

BIBLE BOX
England Chair

INTERLOCKING GANGING
This feature is meant to interlock our chairs to create 
a smooth, continuous look. This allows you to secure 
multiple chairs together in rows for a straight line 
every time.

C.O.M.  UPHOLSTERY
The amount of fabric needed per chair is estimated using 54-inch 
(137 cm) wide material. The actual amount required may vary 
depending on special pattern matching and the width of material. 
Specific yardages for orders can be provided upon request along 
with the model, quantity, and fabric details. There is a $50 flat 
charge for COM to cover Duty and Customs charges.



ENGLAND
SOLID WOOD SEATING

DIMENSIONS

SIDE CHAIR ARM CHAIR BARIATRIC CHAIR

OVERALL HEIGHT 33 in (83.8 cm) 33 in (83.8 cm) 33.5 in (85.1 cm)

OVERALL DEPTH 25 in (63.5) 25 in (63.5) 23.5 in (59.7 cm)

OVERALL WIDTH 22 in (55.9 cm) 22 in (55.9 cm) 29.5 in (74.9 cm)

SEAT WIDTH 19.25 in (48.9 cm) 19.25 in (48.9 cm) 26 in (66 cm)

SEAT HEIGHT 18 in (45.7 cm) 18 in (45.7 cm) 18.5 in (47 cm)

SEAT DEPTH 19 in (48.3 cm) 19 in (48.3 cm) 19.5 in (49.5 cm)

ARM HEIGHT n/a 26 in (66 cm) 26 in (66 cm)

ARMS INSIDE n/a 19.25 in (48.9 cm) 26 in (66 cm)

ARMS OUTSIDE n/a 22 in (55.9 cm) 29.5 in (74.9 cm)

WEIGHT 19 lbs (8.6 kg) 18 lbs (8.2 kg) 31.5 lbs (14.3 kg)

STACK HEIGHT 6 high 6 high 6 high

CAPACITY 300 lbs 300 lbs 500 lbs

03.07.22

WARRANTY
Holsag is part of the MITY Incorporated family of product brands. MITY warrants all Holsag chairs. Read complete details 
about the warranty at holsag.com/warranty.

STANDARDS
All upholstery and foam meet or exceed California Bulletin 117. Optional California TB 133 compliance is available if required.

England chairs 
are stackable


